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ABSTRACT
What role does Galactic structure play in star formation? We have used the Herschel Hi-GAL
compact-clump catalogue to examine trends in evolutionary stage over large spatial scales in the
inner Galaxy. We examine the relationship between the fraction of clumps with embedded star
formation (the star-forming fraction, or SFF) and other measures of star-formation activity. Based
on a positive correlation between SFF and evolutionary indicators such as the luminosity-to-mass
ratio, we assert that the SFF principally traces the average evolutionary state of a sample and
must depend on the local fraction of rapidly-evolving, high-mass young stellar objects. The spiral-
arm tangent point longitudes show small excesses in the SFF, though these can be accounted for
by a small number of the most massive clusters, just 7.6% of the total number of clumps in the
catalogue. This suggests that while the arms tend to be home to the Galaxy’s massive clusters,
the remaining 92.4% of Hi-GAL clumps in our catalogue do not show an enhancement of star
formation within arms. Globally, the SFF is highest at the Galactic midplane and inner longitudes.
We find no significant trend in evolutionary stage as a function of position across spiral arms at the
tangent-point longitudes. This indicates that the angular offset observed between gas and stars, if
coordinated by a density wave, is not evident at the clump phase; alternatively, the onset of star
formation is not triggered by the spiral density wave.
Key words: galaxies: ISM – ISM: clouds – stars: formation – ISM: structure –
galaxies: ISM.
1 INTRODUCTION
Spiral galaxies organise most of their molecular gas in co-
herent arm structures, but the origin and persistence of spi-
ral structure and the associated star formation has been a
topic of debate for decades. The theoretical debate largely
looms over the longevity of spiral arms. Density wave theory
(Lindblad 1960; Lin & Shu 1964) posits that spiral arms are
due to quasi-steady (long-lived) global modes of the disc.
As a spiral density wave moves at its pattern speed through
the disc, gas falls into the minimum of the spiral potential, is
compressed into molecular clouds and forms stars. Roberts
(1969) argue that star formation is directly triggered and
this should manifest itself in spatial offsets between gas and
tracers of star formation.
A long-standing challenge to classical density wave the-
ory has been that the long-lived spiral modes could not be
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sustained naturally in the disc (Toomre 1969). A growing
number of galaxy simulations have led to the emergence of
an alternative picture where spiral structure can develop dy-
namically, without the imposition of a fixed potential. In
this sort of scenario, arms tend to be short-lived, transient
structures that result from recurring gravitational instabil-
ities. Star formation is thus stochastic in nature and would
not exhibit any spatially ordered pattern. For a full review of
numerical simulations of spiral structure, we refer the reader
to Dobbs & Baba (2014).
Spatial offsets between gas and star formation tracers
have been sought observationally in nearby spiral galaxies
(e.g. Tamburro et al. 2008; Egusa et al. 2009; Foyle et al.
2011) with some discrepancy in the interpretations, due at
least in part to the different choice of tracers (see Louie et al.
2013) and large empirical scatter in how gas and stars are
related (Schinnerer et al. 2013). To avoid these difficulties,
some authors have looked at variations within the proper-
ties of a single type of tracer. For example, Choi et al. (2015)
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analysed resolved stellar populations to determine the star-
formation history as a function of position across the arms
of the grand-design spiral M81 but found no evidence of the
propagating star formation across the arm that is the pre-
diction of the density-wave model. Tenjes et al. (2017) find
no systematic offsets between ultraviolet, infrared and CO
in M31. Schinnerer et al. (2017) examine the ISM proper-
ties across an arm in grand-design spiral, M51, and find no
significant variations (cf. Vogel et al. 1988).
Another way to investigate the impact of spiral arms
is to compare the star formation in arms versus interarm
regions in galaxies of different morphologies. Foyle et al.
(2010) find no enhancement in star formation efficiency
(SFE) in the spiral-arm regions compared to interarm re-
gions in their small sample of nearby galaxies, suggesting
that the SFR per unit gas mass is not enhanced in arms. As
this idea is investigated in more galaxies (cf. Rebolledo et al.
2015; Kreckel et al. 2016), there are some instances of ap-
parent SFE enhancement in arms, though samples sizes are
too small to draw general conclusions about whether cer-
tain galaxy properties (e.g. morphology) correlate with this
phenomenon.
In the Milky Way, Heyer & Terebey (1998) interpret the
increase in the H2/HI fraction in the Perseus spiral arm com-
pared to interarm gas as an indication of increased cloud for-
mation efficiency in the arm and thus evidence of a triggered
enhancement of the SFE. Sawada et al. (2012a,b) argue that
brighter and more compact CO emission in arms compared
to interam regions indicates that the arm triggers small-
scale collapse of molecular gas structures. These observed
phenomena could either be the effect of molecular clouds be-
ing longer-lived within spiral arms (Elmegreen & Elmegreen
1986; Roman-Duval et al. 2010; Dobbs et al. 2011) or the
result of statistics, with more extreme clouds tending to be
found in the larger samples from the more densely populated
arms, or some combination of both.
Within molecular clouds, Eden et al. (2012, 2013) find
no difference in the fraction of molecular gas found in dense
clumps when comparing samples from the arm and interarm
regions in the inner Galaxy and, likewise, for the fraction of
dense clumps exhibiting signs of star formation (Eden et al.
2015). The main contributor to any spatial variations in
these measures is cloud-to-cloud scatter, with extreme star-
forming complexes being the largest outliers affecting aver-
ages on kiloparsec-scales (see also Moore et al. 2012).
The above threads of investigation have provided con-
flicting information and thus we have no consensus about
the impact that spiral arms have on star formation in the
Galaxy. The picture is further complicated by the fact that
star formation throughout the Milky Way is patchy in space
(e.g. Urquhart et al. 2018) and therefore star formation is
likely to be intermittent in time as well. Moreover, the ef-
fect of the Galactic bar on star formation within 3-4 kpc
of the Galactic Centre is poorly understood, but the pres-
ence of a bar may suppress star formation (James & Percival
2016) and (as simulations have shown) disrupt the dynamics
throughout the disc (e.g. Dobbs & Pringle 2010).
The Herschel Hi-GAL survey provides a much more de-
tailed look at the properties of star-forming clumps through-
out the Galaxy than any previous survey. Elia et al. (2017)
have produced a compact-source catalogue containing >105
clumps within the inner Galaxy and, by modelling their
physical properties, classified them based on their evolution-
ary stage. In an initial study (Ragan et al. 2016), we inves-
tigated the prevalence of star formation (as measured by the
fraction of clumps in a given area harbouring embedded star
formation, the so-called “star-forming fraction” or SFF) as
a function of Galactocentric radius (RGC) and found that,
while there is a gradual but statistically significant decline
in SFF with RGC in the inner disc (3 kpc <RGC < 8 kpc), radii
associated with spiral arms do not stand out in the SFF ver-
sus RGC plane. In this paper, we use the SFF parameter to
look for spatial trends in evolutionary stage associated with
the Galactic spiral arms, which could be analogous to those
sometimes reported in nearby galaxies.
2 DATA
2.1 Hi-GAL
The Herschel key program Hi-GAL (Molinari et al. 2010a,b)
surveyed the Galactic plane in the five bands available
with the PACS (70 and 160 µm ; Poglitsch et al. 2010) and
SPIRE (250, 350 and 500 µm ; Griffin et al. 2010) instru-
ments. These wavelengths cover the peak of the spectral
energy distribution of thermal emission from dust grains in
the temperature range 8 K < Tdust < 50 K. Compact sources
at these wavelengths have the cold, dense conditions neces-
sary for star formation.
We use the Hi-GAL compact-source catalogue
(Elia et al. 2017), which contains over 105 sources within
the inner Galactic longitudes −71◦ ≤ ` ≤ +67◦, detected
in at least three adjacent bands – either 160, 250 and
350 µm or 250, 350 and 500 µm . Most Hi-GAL sources do
not have a reliable distance estimate but, for a subset,
a rotation-curve-based method described in Russeil et al.
(2011) was used to assign velocities and distances to ∼56%
of the sources. Encouragingly, Ragan et al. (2016) showed
that, even considering the generally large uncertainties
associated with kinematic distance estimates, assuming
peculiar velocities are isotropic, the large-scale trends in
SFF are robust. Nevertheless, the inherent limitation to
distance estimation is a strong motivation to focus our
study on tangent-point longitudes, where physical distance
from the arm leading edge translates to a longitudinal
offset. In forthcoming work (Russeil et al., in preparation),
a more refined distance estimation method will be applied
to the entire Hi-GAL survey.
2.2 Spiral arm model
The Milky Way is apparently a four-arm, barred, trailing-
arm spiral galaxy (Binney & Tremaine 1987). Two of these
arms – Scutum-Centaurus and Perseus – are considered to
be the “dominant arms”, based on their strength in both gas
and stellar tracers, while the other two arms – Norma and
Sagittarius – are weaker features, especially with respect to
high-mass stars (Robitaille et al. 2012). In addition to the
four arms, the so-called expanding 3 kpc arm is a dominant
feature in the gas distribution on the near and far side of the
Galactic centre region (see Dame & Thaddeus 2008, and ref-
erences therein). The 3 kpc arm(s) are believed to originate
at the end(s) of the Galactic bar.
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Table 1. Tangent longitudes and dimensions.
Arm `a Db Arm Widthc Ang. Width
(deg) (kpc) (pc) (deg)
Sagittarius 49.2 4 234 3.4
Scutum 30.7 5 163 1.9
3 kpc (near) 23.8 6 119 1.1
Perseus −22.5 8 95 0.7
Norma −32.8 7 151 1.2
Centaurus −48.3 6 224 2.1
a Taken from Hou & Han (2015), based on ATLASGAL sources.
b Approximate distance to tangent point from Valle´e (2014b).
c Based on the Reid et al. (2014) model.
The precise path of the arms in position and velocity
space is uncertain and subject to a considerable amount of
on-going work (cf. Valle´e 1995; Hou & Han 2014; Reid et al.
2016). In addition to the uncertainty of the spiral-arm mor-
phologies, it is well-known that different tracers of spi-
ral arms – CO emission (e.g. Roman-Duval et al. 2009),
HII regions (e.g. Urquhart et al. 2012), methanol masers
(e.g. Green et al. 2017), dust emission (e.g. Beuther et al.
2012) and stars (e.g. Benjamin et al. 2005) – are offset from
one another (Valle´e 2014a; Hou & Han 2015; Valle´e 2016)
when measured at the arm tangent points. For the pur-
poses of this paper, we adopt the tangent-point positions
from Hou & Han (2015), which are summarised in Table 1.
In their paper, Hou & Han (2015) examine the longitudi-
nal distributions of several gas and dust tracers, as well as
tracers of the “old” stellar populations. We adopt the peak
longitudes of the ATLASGAL dust source distribution as
such sources are the closest analogues in the Hou & Han
(2015) study to the compact Hi-GAL sources that we use in
this paper.
To determine the width each arm subtends in longi-
tude, we use the model presented in Reid et al. (2014) for
arm width (in parsecs) as a function of RGC. Using the ap-
proximate heliocentric distance from the Sun to the tangent
point, we compute the corresponding angular width. The
arm properties are summarise in Table 1.
3 MEASURES OF STAR FORMATION
3.1 Quantifying evolutionary stages
A wide range of methods is employed to measure the
amount of star formation occurring on different scales
(Kennicutt & Evans 2012). Counting the number of young
stellar objects (YSOs) is considered the “gold standard” for
estimating the recent star forming activity (Heiderman et al.
2010; Lada et al. 2010; Lombardi et al. 2013; Evans et al.
2014), though the use of this method is only feasible in
nearby clouds. On galactic scales, we rely on other tracers
such as line emission from ionised gas, infrared or ultravio-
let emission to infer the star formation rate surface density,
though the calibration of these measures is much less certain
and not even entirely consistent from one tracer to another
(Vutisalchavakul & Evans 2013).
The advent of large-area Galactic-plane surveys has en-
abled us to study the statistical properties of star-forming
clumps over a large volume of the Milky Way. The early
phases of star formation are found in cold, dense clumps
of gas and dust, where the latter emits largely in the
far-infrared and sub-millimetre wavelength regimes. These
clumps are the densest condensations within giant molecular
clouds (GMCs) and so provide information on star formation
within clouds as a function of location. One quantity of par-
ticular interest is the fraction of gas within a GMC at high
densities, or the so-called dense gas mass fraction (DGMF).
The DGMF is analogous to or a precursor to the SFE in
clouds (Eden et al. 2013) as it represents the first step in the
conversion of molecular clouds to stars. The mean DGMF in
the Milky Way is a few per cent (Battisti & Heyer 2014) and
does not vary significantly as a function of position in the
inner Galactic disc when averaged over samples of clouds
(Ragan et al. 2016), though large variations are seen from
cloud to cloud (Eden et al. 2012).
Using Hi-GAL data, Elia et al. (2017) have estab-
lished a framework for the evolutionary classification
of individual compact clumps based on their spectral
energy distributions (SEDs): infrared colour, bolomet-
ric dust temperature (Tbol, defined as the temperature
of a blackbody that has the same mean frequency as
the SED, Myers & Ladd 1993), luminosity-to-mass (Lbol /
Mtot) ratio (e.g. Molinari et al. 2008; Urquhart et al. 2014a;
Molinari et al. 2016; Urquhart et al. 2018), and Lbol / Lsubmm
ratio (Andre´ et al. 1993) diagnostics, all of which have the
distinct advantage of being distance-independent. These
quantities are particularly useful in comparing relative prop-
erties of individual clumps and YSOs, but integrated over
kiloparsec scales, they are dominated by a small number of
luminous sources (Moore et al. 2012; Urquhart et al. 2018).
In an attempt to overcome the bias toward the most
luminous sources, Ragan et al. (2016) defined a simple di-
agnostic called the star-forming fraction (SFF), which is the
fraction of Hi-GAL sources in a given area that are 70-
µm bright1. This criterion, which factors heavily into the
above-mentioned classification scheme, hinges on the fact
that the presence of a 70- µm counterpart is a reliable in-
dication that a compact source contains active star forma-
tion (Dunham et al. 2008; Ragan et al. 2012). By consider-
ing subsets of equidistant Hi-GAL clumps, we also showed
that the detected spatial variations of SFF are robust against
the varying luminosity sensitivity due to distance.
The SFF is potentially related to both the mean evolu-
tionary stage, and so the time gradient of the star-formation
rate, and to the efficiency of star formation within the dense
clumps in a given area. Thus, a higher SFF is indicative of
more advanced stages or more efficient conversion of cold,
dense material into stars and clusters compared to regions
with lower SFF. This is also true of the Lbol-based parame-
ters, such as Lbol / Mtot, but, even though the latter metric
is not a strong function of clump mass (e.g., Urquhart et al.
2018), there are potential complications in its interpreta-
tion arising from sample-selection effects (see below) and
the underlying non-linearity of the stellar mass-luminosity
relation, while SFF simply counts the dense clumps that
have evidence of star formation.
1 Ragan et al. (2016) defined 70- µm -“bright” as having 70-
µm flux density above a fixed threshold set by the ∼uniform diffuse
background characterised in (Molinari et al. 2016).
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Figure 1. SFF versus the number of sources per area bin, show-
ing the dependence on sample size. The greyscale indicates the
number of bins having the same N and SFF. The red contour
encompasses bins with 5 or more counts. The relation shows a
significant (p < 0.0001) positive correlation with a Spearman rank
(ρS = 0.5).
3.2 Mapping star formation
We present maps in Galactic latitude versus longitude of
total Hi-GAL compact source counts (Elia et al. 2017) and
compare with maps of the SFF, luminosity-to-mass and Lbol
/ Lsubmm ratios, calculated from the total luminosity and to-
tal mass in each bin in Figures A1 and A2. In all maps, we
consider |b | <1◦and 15◦< |` | < 65◦, and the two-dimensional
bins are 0.2◦ wide in latitude and 1.0◦ wide in longitude and
are the same in all panels. The top panels displaying total
source counts show that there is a great proportion of com-
pact sources at smaller absolute longitudes; the inner half
of the longitude range considered (15◦< |` | < 40◦) contains
63.2% of all sources. The vertical lines indicate the spiral-
arm tangent-point longitudes in this range (see Table 1).
The (b) panels of Figures A1 and A2 show maps of the
SFF, which ranges from 0.02 to 0.6 with a mean of 0.25.
There are a greater number of localised peaks in SFF in the
inner longitudes (15◦< |` |< 40◦), consistent with the elevated
SFF found at small Galactocentric radii corresponding to
this longitude range (Ragan et al. 2016). Because of shorter
evolution timescales in high-mass YSOs and a more rapid
transition to the IR-bright stage (Urquhart et al. 2014b),
there is a potential bias related to sample size, since larger
samples will include more high-mass sources. In order to
investigate this, we show, in Figure 1, the relation between
SFF and the number of sources per two-dimensional bin.
The plot shows a positive trend of SFF as a function of
bin population with a Spearman-rank correlation coefficient
(ρS) of 0.5, giving a p-value < 0.0001. This bias requires
correction and so, in the following study of spatial trends,
we use constant population bins.
The lower two panels, (c) and (d), of Figures A1 and
A2 reveal a close correspondence between the Lbol/Mtot
and Lbol/Lsubmm ratios. This is unsurprising, since Mtot and
Lsubmm are related via the dust temperature. We show how
these metrics relate to the SFF in Figure 2. There is a signif-
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Figure 2. (a) Plot of the Lbol / Mtot (in units of L / M) as a
function of the star-forming fraction (SFF). Each hexagon repre-
sents a two-dimensional bin (i.e. from Figures A1 and A2). (b)
Lbol / Lsubmm versus SFF with similar colour encoding as above.
(c) Median bolometric temperature (Tbol) of all clumps in each
bin. In all cases, the red line shows the median value computed
over eight bins spaced such that they contain an equal number of
points. The Spearman rank coefficient (ρS) and p-value for each
relation is shown in the lower right corner of each panel.
icant (p < 0.0001) positive correlation between Lbol/Mtot and
SFF (ρS = 0.66), Lbol/Lsubmm and SFF (ρS = 0.64) and the
median Tbol and SFF (ρS = 0.75). The median values of these
ratios as a function of SFF, distributed over eight bins con-
taining an equal number of points is shown with the red lines
in Figure 2. The scatter, particularly in panels (a) and (b),
is largely due to the scatter and overlap in these properties
between the populations of starless and protostellar clumps
shown in Elia et al. (2017). Nevertheless, the positive cor-
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relations between SFF and these metrics indicates that the
SFF is indeed a measure of the prevalence of star formation.
SFF and both luminosity-based metrics are mixed parame-
ters, tracing both SFE within clumps and mean evolution-
ary state and all three share the dependence on sample size.
Tbol is a cleaner tracer of evolution and its tighter correla-
tion with SFF shows that the latter also mainly traces the
average evolutionary state of a sample.
Why not simply use familiar metrics such as Lbol/Mtot
or Tbol rather than invoking the SFF? While the com-
mon clump-based metrics to which we compare the SFF
in Figure 2 function well to ascertain relative evolutionary
stage between clumps, their aggregate values over large ar-
eas are dominated by a small number of extreme sources,
where the SFF weights all clumps in a given area equally.
Urquhart et al. (2018) have demonstrated that the thirty
most massive complexes in the ATLASGAL survey account
for ∼30% of all dense gas in the inner Galaxy and ∼50% of
the total luminosity. Of those thirty complexes, 22 fall in the
longitude range that we are considering in this work. The lo-
cations of these clusters are listed in Appendix B, where we
also tabulate the number of compact Hi-GAL sources en-
compassed and the overall SFF of those regions. In what
follows, we will examine spatial trends in SFF and Lbol/Mtot
with latitude and longitude, both with and without this pop-
ulation of the most massive regions (henceforth referred to
as ATLASGAL Massive Clusters, or AMCs), which encom-
pass only 7.6% of the Hi-GAL compact clumps by number.
In doing so, we can investigate spatial trends in compact
source properties without the dominating influence of the
most massive regions.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Latitude distribution of star formation
In the inner Galaxy, dense clumps are narrowly confined
to the midplane, as are nearly all of the prodigious star
forming regions (Urquhart et al. 2014a, 2018). The sample
of Hi-GAL clumps we study here enables us to explore the
prevalence and evolutionary phase of star formation in a
broader clump population. In Figure 3a, we plot the SFF
and Lbol/Mtot as a function of latitude, over bins spaced such
that each contains an equal number of clumps. The SFF dis-
tribution is symmetric about the midplane, but the Lbol/Mtot
trend is less regular. We show the effect of removing AMCs
from the sample in the solid curves. The shape of the SFF
distribution changes little, while the Lbol/Mtot flattens. In
panels b and c of Figure 3, we examine the trends for the
inner and outer halves of the considered longitude range sep-
arately, showing that for the inner (|` |< 40◦) subset, the SFF
is more strongly peaked at the midplane.
That the SFF versus latitude trend is less affected by
the removal of the AMCs than the Lbol/Mtot over the same
range goes back to the small number of sources associated
with the AMCs, thus leaving the SFF relatively unchanged.
The large share of the luminosity and mass that the AMCs
comprise, on the other hand, affects larger localised changes
upon their removal.
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Figure 3. Histograms of SFF and Lbol / Mtot (in units of L / M)
as a function of Galactic latitude in (a) all longitudes, (b) interior
to |` | = 40◦and (c) exterior to |` | = 40◦. The ten bins in latitude
are spaced so that they contain an equal number or sources. The
light grey dashed curves show the distribution of SFF of all Hi-
GAL clumps, and the black curves show the distribution after the
removal of the ATLASGAL Massive Clusters (AMCs). The green
dashed and solid curves (scale on the right axis) shows the Lbol
/ Mtot before and after AMC removal, respectively. The errorbars
indicate the standard error of the mean.
4.2 Star formation as a function of longitude
Searching for spatial variation in star formation in the Milky
Way poses unique challenges compared to analogous studies
of nearby galaxies. One of the major complications is con-
fusion along the line of sight. An arbitrary direction toward
the inner Galaxy will intersect with multiple spiral arms.
Any spatial offsets between evolutionary stages (e.g., gas and
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Figure 4. In the top panels, we plot the number of sources in each 2-degree longitude bin for the first (left) and fourth (right) quadrants.
The light grey histogram shows all Hi-GAL clumps, and the dark grey histogram shows the distribution after the removal of the AMCs.
The middle panels show the SFF as a function of Galactic longitude. The grey curve shows the distribution of all Hi-GAL sources over
the longitude interval with 15 bins spaced to contain equal number of sources. Green squares indicate longitudes where the SFF in a
bin exceeds 3σ above the mean SFF (0.254, shown in the grey dot-dashed line). The black curve shows the distribution after the AMCs
have been removed. The revised mean SFF of the remaining clumps (0.233) is shown in the dashed black line. The yellow stars show
the >3σ peaks that remain after this editing. The “peak” indicated with the red diamond at the innermost bin is not necessarily a local
maximum, despite having the highest SFF in the considered longitude range. The lower panels are the same except that we plot the Lbol
/ Mtot ratio in units of L / M, with error bars showing the standard error of the mean. In all panels, the vertical blue shaded regions
are the longitudes associated with the spiral arm tangents (see Table 1) and the vertical red dashed lines are median longitudes of the
peaks in the stellar population (Hou & Han 2015).
stars) expected from density-wave theory are on the same
order, if not smaller than typical heliocentric distance un-
certainties using current (kinematic) methods. We therefore
focus our attention on the tangent-point longitudes, where
such confusion is minimised and we can assume that clumps
on given lines of sight are overwhelmingly located at a sim-
ilar position within the arm.
In Figure 4, the top panels show the source-count distri-
bution in equally-spaced, 2◦-wide longitude bins. The blue
vertical shaded areas show the tangent-point longitudes,
the widths of which correspond to their estimated RGC-
dependent width (Reid et al. 2014). In the second and third
rows of Figure 4, we show the SFF and Lbol/Mtot ratio, re-
spectively, as a function of longitude. To compute these val-
ues, we summed over all Galactic latitudes and arranged the
data into equal-population longitude bins. The distribution
of the full sample is shown in the thin grey curve, and the
black curve shows the distribution after the AMCs (see Ta-
ble B1) are removed.
The distribution of SFF with longitude has six peaks
(green squares in Figure 4) that are >3σ (σ here being the
standard error on the mean) above the mean value of 0.254
Table 2. Peak SFF longitudes
` (◦) SFF L/M Associated Arm
−48a 0.29 1.8 Centaurus
−32b 0.30 2.8 Norma
−27 0.32 3.5
−22b 0.35 3.7 Perseus
+17c 0.38 2.6
+25 0.31 2.9 3kpc (near)
+31 0.32 4.5 Scutum
a Peak appears after removal of AMCs.
b Peak remains after removal of AMCs.
c Innermost bin.
(grey dash-dotted line in Figure 4) in the first and fourth
quadrants before the removal of the AMCs. These are listed
in Table 2. The“peak”at ` '+17◦(red diamond) is the inner-
most bin and therefore may not be a genuine local maximum
but rather a reflection of the established increase of SFF at
small Galactic radii (Ragan et al. 2016 and Figure 3). After
removing the AMCs, the overall mean SFF drops to 0.233
(black dashed line in Figure 4), and the peaks associated
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Table 3. Evolutionary trends across tangent longitudes.
Arm Ang. rangea Nsrc pbSFF p
b,c
SFF
(deg) (bin−1)
± 3 times arm width
Sagittarius 17.9 713 0.26 0.41
Scutum 10.1 754 0.46 0.77
3 kpc (near) 6.0 501 0.38 0.10
Perseus 3.6 389 0.73 0.73
Norma 6.4 617 0.41 0.64
Centaurus 11.6 832 0.64 0.52
± 2.5 times arm width
Sagittarius 14.9 578 0.73 0.70
Scutum 8.3 611 0.90 0.83
3 kpc (near) 5.0 422 0.46 0.52
Perseus 3.0 324 0.83 0.86
Norma 5.3 527 0.55 0.55
Centaurus 9.3 661 0.85 0.85
± 2 times arm width
Sagittarius 10.3 451 0.86 1.0
Scutum 6.5 478 0.59 0.36
3 kpc (near) 4.0 344 0.41 1.0
Perseus 2.4 258 0.85 0.80
Norma 4.2 444 0.33 0.33
Centaurus 7.2 542 0.22 0.22
a Total angular scale over which Spearman rank was calculated,
spanning indicated range in multiples of the angle subtended by
the width of the arm (see Table 1).
b p value of the Spearman rank test.
c Values after AMCs are removed (see Table B1).
with the Scutum arm (` ∼ 31◦), 3 kpc-North arm (` ' 25◦)
and the interarm peak at ` ' −27◦ are no longer statistically
significant. The peaks at ` ' −22◦ (Perseus arm tangent),
` ' −32◦ (Norma arm tangent), and the “peak” at ` ' +17◦
all remain statistically significant. Due to the slight drop in
mean SFF after the removal of the AMCs, one new peak
(i.e. now significant relative to reduced mean SFF) appears
at ` ' −48◦, arguably associated with the Centaurus arm
tangent.
As we showed in the previous section, Lbol/Mtot is re-
lated to the SFF but is more strongly affected by the pres-
ence of the AMCs. Similar to the SFF, the peaks at ` ' 31◦
and −27◦ are completely dominated by AMCs. On the other
hand, at greater |`|, the behaviours of the SFF and Lbol/Mtot
distributions differ. For example, we see elevated Lbol/Mtot
at ` ∼ −60◦, but the corresponding bins in the SFF distribu-
tion are below the mean. This means that a small number of
sources are dominating the luminosity, which has a weaker
effect on SFF. Interestingly, the Sagittarius arm tangent at
` ' 50◦ does not feature in any of these distributions (cf.
Benjamin 2008; Urquhart et al. 2014a), but all other tangent
longitudes exhibit some elevation in SFF above the mean,
albeit marginal, owing (mainly, but not exclusively) to the
AMCs.
4.3 Ordering of clump evolutionary stages
Nearby spiral galaxies exhibit an offset between dust lanes
and the evolved stellar population within spiral arms (e.g.
Elmegreen 1980). Complementary observations of additional
gas and dust tracers (e.g. HI, radio continuum) hint at a
complex segregation of evolutionary stages within arms (e.g.
Kaufman et al. 1989), but it is difficult to assess this in detail
in external galaxies due to resolution limitations. Neverthe-
less, these offsets are thought to be the consequence of the
way in which gas in spiral galaxies cycles through the disc
with respect to the potential of the spiral arms. Material en-
ters an arm from the interior side (i.e., the edge nearest to
the Galactic centre), molecular clouds and stars form, and
material leaves the arm from the exterior side. The obser-
vational expectation from this is that the early evolutionary
stages (i.e., gas and dust) should be interior to the later
stages (i.e., stars). In the Milky Way, such segregation be-
tween early and late stages would be most evident at the
arm tangents, where adjacent features within an arm would
translate to offsets in longitude. Offsets between the peaks
in tracers of gas and stars of 1.3◦ - 5.8◦ are observed at the
spiral arm tangent points of the Milky Way (Hou & Han
2015).
In our study, we aim to investigate whether an offset in
evolutionary stages is imprinted at the clump stage. Since
the time scales associated with the pre-stellar and proto-
stellar clump phases (<∼ a few times 105 years) are shorter
than the expected arm-crossing time (>∼ 106 years), if there is
significant triggering of star formation by the spiral arm po-
tential, we expect to see consistent variations in SFF across
the arm tangents.
We show zoom-ins of the SFF distribution near the
tangent-point longitudes in Figure 5. The black and red
dashed vertical lines represent the peak longitudes of the gas
and stellar population, respectively, found by Hou & Han
(2015). The Sagittarius, Scutum, 3 kpc-Near and Centau-
rus tangent points exhibit the expected sense of the offset
between the gas and stellar population, with the stellar pop-
ulation peak exterior (i.e. at longitudes further from the
Galactic Centre) to the peak in gas tracers. The Perseus
and Norma arms show the reverse sense of the expected off-
set (stellar peak at larger |`| compared to the gas peak),
though the meaning of this reversal was not explained in
Hou & Han (2015).
The Galactocentric radius-dependent width (Reid et al.
2014) of each arm is again represented by the blue shaded
regions, centred on the longitude of the ATLASGAL source
peak (Beuther et al. 2012; Hou & Han 2015). Each section
has nine longitude bins spaced such that they contain equal
numbers of clumps, distributed in the range ±3 times the
arm width. As in Figure 4, the grey curves show the full
catalogue of Hi-GAL clumps, and the thick black line shows
the distribution after the AMCs are removed. Of the six
plots, only that centred on the Centaurus tangent shows any
hint of an enhancement in SFF, with respect to the inter-
arm sources, that falls within the arm. Also, we see again
that the removal of the AMC sources diminishes or removes
altogether any minor SFF peaks associated with the other
tangent points.
If compact Hi-GAL sources were to show spatial seg-
regation with their evolutionary stage through an arm, this
should appear as a gradient in SFF versus longitude at the
tangent points. The na¨ıve expectation would be that the
SFF value would have a positive gradient on some scale be-
tween the gas peak and the stellar peak (i.e. from the black
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Figure 5. Zoom in to the distribution of SFF with longitude near the adopted tangent point longitude locations. The grey line shows
the full sample, and the dark black line indicates the SFF after the removal of AMCs. The bins are calculated such that an equal number
of sources are in each over the 8 intervals considered at each tangent point. As in Figure 3, the green curves represent the Lbol/Mtot ratio
(in units of L / M) before and after AMC removal (dashed and solid lines, respectively). The relevant axis values are at the right edge
of each panel, and the error bars show the standard error of the mean. The blue shaded region is the peak longitude of the ATLASGAL
clump distribution, which we adopt for tangent reference longitude (see Table 1). The vertical red dashed lines represent the median
longitude for stars and the black dashed lines show the median longitude for gas tracers (Hou & Han 2015).
dashed line toward the red). To determine whether there are
any statistically significant trends in our data, we perform
the Spearman rank test on the relation between SFF and
longitude over varying longitude ranges: 3 (shown in Figure
5), 2.5 and 2 times the width of the arm (see Table 1). In
all cases, the p values for the SFF versus longitude relations
across the spiral arm tangents both before and after the re-
moval of the AMCs, summarised in Table 3, are well above
the acceptable threshold for a correlation, regardless of the
longitude range used. We therefore see no evidence of seg-
regation in evolutionary phase at the clump stage, which is
either because it is absent or it is unresolved.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Global trends in Milky Way star formation
We have studied how the number and average star-forming
properties of Hi-GAL compact sources vary as a function of
position in the inner Galaxy and at the spiral-arm tangent-
point longitudes. We have also identified the subset of Hi-
GAL compact sources associated with the known 22 most
massive ATLASGAL clusters (AMCs; Urquhart et al. 2018)
in the inner Galaxy (see Table B1), most of which are lo-
cated at Galactic longitudes ` < 40◦. The AMCs account for
only 7.6% of the Hi-GAL compact clump catalogue sources.
Since the AMCs account for a large fraction of the mass and
luminosity in the inner Galaxy (Urquhart et al. 2018), and
could bias the spatially-averaged evolutionary metrics, we
examine the effect of excluding them from the averages.
There are statistically significant but small (< 50%) lo-
calised increases in the fraction of Hi-GAL sources that are
infrared-bright and therefore show evidence of active star
formation associated with the locations of the tangents of
the inner spiral arms. This fraction (the SFF; Ragan et al.
2016) is related to the mean evolutionary state of a given re-
gion but is potentially significantly affected by the presence
of very high-mass and high-luminosity massive young stellar
objects (MYSOs), i.e., the pre-cursors of clusters containing
O-type stars, since these have very short pre-stellar lifetimes,
becoming IR-bright in as little as a few tens of thousands of
years (Mottram et al. 2011, Urquhart et al. 2018). This is il-
lustrated in Table B1, which lists SFF values for the AMCs.
After removing the AMCs from the sample, Figure 4 shows
that some of the peaks are diminished, but some inner-arm
tangents, generally the innermost, still have mean SFF val-
ues more than 3σ above the sample mean after removal of
the AMCs.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of SFF as a function
of Galactic latitude. The distribution of the whole sample
(Fig. 3a) peaks close to b= 0 and this is consistent with
the fact that the faster-evolving higher-mass MYSOs (and
OB stars) have a small scale height above the Plane (∼20-
30 pc in the inner Galaxy: Reed 2000; Urquhart et al. 2013,
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which is 0.2-0.3 degrees at a median distance of ∼6 kpc). The
pattern inside |` | < 40◦ (Fig. 3b) is similar but outside this
longitude range the distribution of SFF is much flatter or
truncated within |b | ≤ 0.5◦ (Fig. 3c). The average also falls
in this outer region (to ∼0.23), indicating that the flatter dis-
tribution is not simply due to an increased scale height. This
suggests that the fraction of sources containing the most
massive YSOs is lower outside the innermost regions of the
Galaxy and, specifically, the region associated with the in-
ner spiral arms and the area swept by the Galactic bar. This
further implies that the young clusters forming in the outer
Galaxy and above the plane are smaller and are lacking in
the highest-mass and highest-luminosity stars. This would
be consistent with the results of Pflamm-Altenburg et al.
(2013), who examined the cluster mass function in M33.
Additionally, if most stars form in clusters, then the average
initial mass function (IMF) of stars is the result of the con-
volution of the cluster mass function with the IMF forming
within clusters. Pflamm-Altenburg et al. (2007) suggested
that the highest-mass star that forms in a cluster depends on
the cluster mass. Since this would result in truncated IMFs
within smaller clusters, it would imply that the average IMF
in the Galaxy must be somewhat position-dependent. This is
a potential explanation for the declining SFF gradient found
in Ragan et al. (2016), i.e., that there is a gradient in the
locally averaged IMF of currently forming stars with Galac-
tocentric radius. However, studies of the Hα to FUV ratio
in samples of nearby galaxies (e.g., Fumagalli et al. 2011,
Hermanowicz et al. 2013) and UV surface brightness in M83
(Koda et al. 2012) have found results more consistent with
an IMF that is fully stochastically sampled everywhere and
not truncated by cluster mass.
As mentioned above, the value of the SFF may also
depend on the (mean) evolutionary state of a sample in
that a large amount of incipient star formation in the form
of pre-stellar clumps without infrared emission would re-
duce it, and vice versa. However, it is unlikely that there
are evolutionary phase variations and gradients that are co-
herent on such large scales and significant large-scale varia-
tions in related star-formation metrics have not been found
(Moore et al. 2012, Eden et al. 2012, 2015, etc.). It therefore
seems likely that SFF in large, comparable-sized samples
principally traces the relative population of massive YSOs.
Although the extreme AMC sources are predominantly
found in the inner Plane, the large-scale variations in SFF
in Figures 3 and 4 are not due to their presence, as their
removal has little effect on the SFF distributions, beyond
the reduction in significance or removal of one or two peaks
in the longitude plot (Figure 4), including that potentially
associated with the Scutum arm tangent. This is because the
sample of AMC-related Hi-GAL sources are a small fraction
(7.6%) of the larger sample.
5.2 Star formation in spiral arms and the bar
We have shown that some tangent-point longitudes exhibit
moderate coincident enhancement in SFF while some do not
and that several peaks can be explained by the presence of
AMCs (see Figure 4), even though the AMCs only account
for a small fraction of the total number of sources. Even the
peaks in SFF that persist after removing the AMCs are only
statistically significant at the ∼3-σ level, which amounts to
only a 20-50% elevation above the mean.
The most massive sites of star formation in the Galaxy
(the AMCs) are indeed largely found at the tangent-point
longitudes, which themselves have been defined by the peaks
in longitude distributions of various tracers. This poses a
bit of a dilemma: are most of the AMCs found at tangent
longitudes, or have we defined the tangent directions to be
toward the AMCs? We have attempted to circumvent the
dominating effects of the AMCs by examining the averages
without them, and we find that the tangents are weaker
features in the longitude distribution (as expected) but the
overall negative gradient in SFF with increasing |`| remains,
which is consistent with the radial gradient characterised in
Ragan et al. (2016).
It is also worth considering that all but one of the peaks
in Figure 4 with >∼ 3-σ increases in SFF are located at longi-
tudes |` |<∼ 35◦, inside the ∼4 kpc radius swept by the Galactic
bar. This makes them likely to be associated with the inner
spiral features expected to be driven by the rotating bar po-
tential (e.g., Sormani et al. 2015, Li et al. 2016). Such fea-
tures appear in these (non-self-gravitating) hydrodynamic
models as kinematic density waves formed due to small os-
cillations around the otherwise closed, elliptical, ballistic x1
orbits. Furthermore, the fiducial model of Sormani et al.
(2015) shows strong arm-tangent features at ` ∼ 15◦ and
∼ −22◦, close to the two observed SFF enhancements that
survive the removal of extreme sources from the sample (the
starred features in Figure 4). A scenario in which the Galac-
tic bar is the dominant player affecting trends in SFF in the
Galactic plane is not inconsistent with the findings of Paper
I, if the bar’s influence diminishes with increasing Galacto-
centric radius.
In any case, the very modest and somewhat inconsistent
enhancements in SFF associated with arm tangents suggests
that the spiral arms in the Milky Way do not have a strong
effect on the star formation occurring within dense clumps.
It may be that there is a larger influence on the formation
and internal structure of molecular clouds that can be at-
tributed to spiral-arm density-wave shocks or the fall into
the arm potential and that, once dense clumps have formed
within clouds, they are disconnected from their environment.
That possibility is a topic for further study.
5.3 No evidence for ordering of clump
evolutionary stage
The offsets observed between gas and stars in the arms of
spiral galaxies are often interpreted as a consequence of the
movement of gas relative to the spiral potential, wherein gas
flows into the spiral potential from the interior edge of the
arm, molecular clouds and stars form – possibly triggered by
shock compression induced by a spiral density wave (Roberts
1969) – and the downstream lane of stars represents the
end product of this process. For the Milky Way, Hou & Han
(2015) have shown that (except in the cases of the Perseus
and Norma tangencies) the stellar population peaks at larger
| ` |, in agreement with expectation. We have examined the
mean clump evolutionary stage (as measured by the SFF) at
the tangent longitudes to see whether there is a correspond-
ing gradient in a similar sense. We find no evidence for any
such trend across the spiral arms.
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The absence of any significant gradient in SFF with lon-
gitude across the arms could have a number of explanations.
It could mean that the timescale over which a given Hi-GAL
clump becomes actively star-forming (and thus infrared-
bright) after being shock-compressed is too short over the
scales we are probing (0.4 - 0.9 kpc) for there to be a measur-
able pattern from one side of the arm to the other, in other
words the variations may be unresolved. It could also mean
that star formation is more rapid than the arm-crossing time
but remains stochastic across the arm, i.e., unaffected by the
arm passage. Indeed, even the AMCs do not show a prefer-
ence to be on one side or the other of the tangent point with
respect to the stellar peak / downstream side of the arm (see
Figure 5). Additionally, galaxy simulations have shown that
the dynamics of large-scale molecular cloud complexes, upon
entering the spiral arm potential well after inter-arm pas-
sage, are dynamically disrupted and fragmented, and they
do not experience a marked enhancement in star formation
(Duarte-Cabral & Dobbs 2017). We also note that the pres-
ence of a bar in the inner 3-4 kpc of the Galaxy could have
a complicating effect on whether any clear sequencing of
evolutionary stages would persist long enough for an observ-
able effect. Dobbs & Pringle (2010) find that, in a simulated
barred galaxy, the stellar clusters spanning a range of ages
of ∼50 Myr are completely spatially mixed, indicating that
when a bar is present, it dominates the dynamics much more
than regular spiral galactic potentials.
6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The relationship between spiral structure and star forma-
tion has long been a debate based largely on evidence drawn
from observations of nearby galaxies. With a growing num-
ber of unbiased surveys of the Milky Way plane, we are
now equipped to investigate this question within our own
Galaxy. The Hi-GAL survey in particular has given us a
new perspective on the distribution of clumps at the earliest
phase of star formation throughout the Galaxy, providing
a comprehensive catalogue of compact, star-forming clumps
numbering over 105 in the inner Galaxy alone. We address
long-standing questions that have, in the past, been plagued
by small number statistics: do the Milky Way’s spiral arms
play a role in star formation?
We use the new Hi-GAL compact source catalogue for
the inner Galaxy (Elia et al. 2017) to study how the proper-
ties of compact clumps vary as a function of position with re-
spect to spiral arms. We use the star-forming fraction (SFF;
Ragan et al. 2016) as a useful measure of the prevalence of
star formation in a given area. The SFF positively correlates
with commonly-used metrics of clump evolutionary stage
such as the luminosity to mass ratio and the ratio of total to
sub-millimetre luminosities. Compared to these clump-scale
metrics, the SFF has the advantage that its value will not be
dominated by a small number of very luminous sources, but
rather lets us look at the broad evolutionary trends across
the mass spectrum of dense clumps such that we can mea-
sure the spatial variations of clump properties more widely.
Using recent results from the ATLASGAL survey in
which Urquhart et al. (2018) identified the most massive
clusters in the inner Galactic plane (referred to in this work
as the ATLASGAL massive clusters, or AMCs), we identify
the Hi-GAL clump counterparts of the AMCs in order to ex-
amine trends in the positional distributions with and with-
out their dominating presence. The modest enhancements
in SFF at tangent point longitudes present when the AMCs
are included largely disappear with their removal, leaving a
flatter distribution of SFF with longitude, indicating that
the prevalence of star formation in most Hi-GAL clumps (at
least in the 92.4% of the catalogue that do not reside in
AMCs) does not change appreciably with position relative
to a spiral arm.
We also find no gradient in the SFF with position across
spiral arms. If the observed offset between stars and gas in
the Milky Way (Hou & Han 2015) and nearby galaxies is
a consequence of the time ordering of star formation pre-
dicted by density wave theory, then it is not evident within
the clump stage. It may be the case that the clump phase
does not encompass the full relevant time scale over which
cycle of transforming gas into stars takes place, or it may be
because the star formation happening in Hi-GAL clumps is
stochastic and not coherently ordered by a density wave.
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APPENDIX A: MAPS OF EVOLUTIONARY
TRACERS
We show in Figures A1 and A2 the distribution of (a) the
number of Hi-GAL clumps, (b) the SFF, (c) the Lbol / Mtot
ratio and (d) the Lbol / Lsubmm ratio of the first and fourth
Galactic quadrants, respectively. The values are computed
over equal areas (`×b = 1◦ × 0.2◦). We show the adopted
locations of the spiral arm tangent points (vertical dashed
blue lines) and the locations of the centres of the AMCs (see
Appendix B) in the orange circles.
APPENDIX B: MOST MASSIVE ATLASGAL
CLUSTERS
Using the unbiased ATLASGAL survey, we use the
Urquhart et al. (2014b) catalogue of compact sources to
identify the brightest star-forming complexes in the Galaxy.
Within the longitude range considered in this paper (15◦
< |` | < 65◦), there are 25 exceeding X L, the boundaries
of which are listed in Table B1 along with the number of
Hi-GAL compact clumps and overall SFF in the region.
These regions represent the most active star formation in
the Galaxy and encompass 7.6% of the total Hi-GAL com-
pact clump catalogue. We refer to these sources throughout
the text as the ATLASGAL Massive Clusters (AMCs). We
study the properties of the Hi-GAL clump catalogue with
and without the AMCs in order to ascertain their impor-
tance to the Galaxy’s star formation budget.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure A1. (a) Two-dimensional histogram of the Hi-GAL source counts in the 15◦< ` < 65◦portion of the first quadrant of the Milky
Way, excluding the CMZ. Bins are 0.2◦wide in latitude and 1.0◦wide in longitude. The orange circles are the locations of 22 most luminous
ATLASGAL sources (see Table B1). Vertical dashed blue lines indicate the longitudes of spiral arm tangent points (see Table 1). (b) Two-
dimensional histogram of SFF. (c): Two-dimensional histogram of luminosity-to-mass ratio (in units of L / M). (d): Two-dimensional
histogram of the Lbol / Lsubmm ratio.
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Figure A2. Same as Figure A1 but for the −65◦< ` < −15◦portion of the fourth quadrant of the Milky Way.
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Table B1. Most massive ATLASGAL clusters (AMCs) identified in Urquhart et al. (2018).
Cluster Min. GLON Max. GLON Min. GLAT Max. GLAT NaHIGAL SFF
Name (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg)
G305.453+00.065 −54.911 −53.789 −0.357 +0.504 559 0.45
G320.403+00.131 −39.633 −39.566 +0.089 +0.177 10 0.80
G331.104−00.413 −29.326 −28.541 −0.541 −0.302 105 0.49
G331.394−00.125 −29.071 −28.039 −0.382 +0.262 382 0.52
G333.125−00.348 −28.038 −26.037 −0.854 +0.294 1243 0.43
G337.228−00.065 −22.887 −22.651 −0.174 +0.077 57 0.70
G338.586+00.043 −21.458 −21.371 −0.016 +0.142 13 0.69
G341.982−00.125 −18.068 −17.936 −0.174 −0.057 6 0.50
G342.089+00.436 −18.036 −17.727 +0.397 +0.512 29 0.48
G018.929−00.343 +18.659 +19.223 −0.777 +0.129 232 0.43
G019.649−00.239 +19.609 +19.706 −0.266 −0.172 6 0.67
G020.739−00.136 +20.654 +20.892 −0.359 −0.012 55 0.65
G023.375−00.101 +23.086 +23.582 −0.337 +0.114 107 0.51
G024.319+00.191 +24.002 +24.561 +0.014 +0.351 100 0.47
G025.656−00.087 +25.328 +25.983 −0.189 +0.106 116 0.58
G030.650−00.015 +29.779 +31.784 −0.417 +0.454 674 0.49
G035.553+00.008 +35.476 +35.602 −0.094 +0.116 16 0.69
G037.702−00.214 +37.341 +38.039 −0.399 −0.053 96 0.52
G043.141−00.018 +43.061 +43.236 −0.077 +0.044 35 0.74
G045.486+00.071 +45.421 +45.549 −0.032 +0.141 26 0.65
G048.651+00.131 +48.579 +48.851 +0.007 +0.246 25 0.56
G049.261−00.318 +48.843 +49.669 −0.516 +0.028 56 0.45
a Number of Hi-GAL sources in the area enclosed in the area bounded by Min./Max. GLON and Min./Max. GLAT.
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